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Plain Living 2001 must reading for anyone feeling too busy or too stressed and seeking to
simplify their life to listen to the longings of their heart most of us living in this complex and
time pressured era have moments when we wish we were living simpler more meaningful lives
sometimes these wishes are fleeting desires but for many today the search for a life of greater
simplicity and meaning has developed into a deep longing there are many routes to simplicity
this book focuses on and provides direction to the gimmick free spiritual path followed by
quakers for over three centuries quakers have been living out of a spiritual center in a way of
life they call plain living their accumulated experiences and distilled wisdom have much to
offer anyone seeking greater simplicity today plain living is not about sacrifice it s about
choosing the life you really want a form of inward simplicity that leads us to listen for the still
small voice of god this book goes beyond the merely trendy to make the by now well worn
quaker path to plain living accessible to everyone
Marking the Quaker Path 2016 the life of a fully committed quaker can be described as a
series of passages beginning with a truthful understanding of one s spiritual condition and
deepening through attention to inward experience spiritual covenant discipline and the
practice of discernment culminating ultimately in the maturation of spiritual authority in a
beloved community robert griswold explains these passages for modern friends drawing from
the writings of early quakers and offers us a glimpse of the profound growth that can flourish
when we turn outselves over to a life dedicated to the spirit discussion questions included
John Woolman's Path to the Peaceable Kingdom 2012-03-19 the abolitionist john woolman
1720 72 has been described as a quaker saint an isolated mystic singular even among a
singular people but as historian geoffrey plank recounts this tailor hog producer shopkeeper
schoolteacher and prominent quaker minister was very much enmeshed in his local community
in colonial new jersey and was alert as well to events throughout the british empire responding
to the situation as he saw it woolman developed a comprehensive critique of his fellow quakers
and of the imperial economy became one of the most emphatic opponents of slaveholding and
helped develop a new form of protest by striving never to spend money in ways that might
encourage slavery or other forms of iniquity drawing on the diaries of contemporaries personal
correspondence the minutes of quaker meetings business and probate records pamphlets and
other sources john woolman s path to the peaceable kingdom shows that woolman and his
neighbors were far more engaged with the problems of inequality trade and warfare than
anyone would know just from reading the quaker s own writings although he is famous as an
abolitionist the end of slavery was only part of woolman s project refusing to believe that the
pursuit of self interest could safely guide economic life woolman aimed for a miraculous global
transformation a universal disavowal of greed
The Quaker World 2022-11-04 the quaker world is an outstanding comprehensive and lively
introduction to this complex christian denomination exploring the global reach of the quaker
community the book begins with a discussion of the living community as it is now in all its
diversity and complexity the book covers well known areas of quaker development such as the
formation of liberal quakerism in north america alongside topics which have received much
less scholarly attention in the past such as the history of quakers in bolivia and the spread of
quakerism in western kenya it includes over sixty chapters by a distinguished international and
interdisciplinary team of contributors and is organised into three clear parts global quakerism
spirituality embodiment within these sections key themes are examined including global
quaker activity significant quaker movements biographies of key religious figures important
organisations pacifism politics the abolition of slavery education industry human rights racism
refugees gender disability sexuality and environmentalism the quaker world provides an
authoritative and accessible source of information on all topics important to quaker studies as
such it is essential reading for students studying world religions christianity and comparative
religion and it will also be of interest to those in related fields such as sociology political
science anthropology and ethics
The Love of Impermanent Things 2006 at midlife mary rose o reilley reflects on her past
and her hard won sense of self she is determined now not to sacrifice or waste her self she has
struggled for years along the paths set by her suburban childhood her catholic upbringing her
failed marriage and the mute duties of daughterhood now she is trying to see the world
through the eyes of the deer that stop outside her window and look in at her as a wildlife
rehabilitator she feels a closer connection to the natural world as experienced by animals as an



apprentice potter she sees in a japanese tea bowl the ultimate balance of action and
contemplation as a quaker she can both sit still and sing and as a writer o reilley can speak
clearly to readers at midlife who are expected to know it all but don t
Alice Paul and the American Suffrage Campaign 2010-10-01 past biographies histories and
government documents have ignored alice paul s contribution to the women s suffrage
movement but this groundbreaking study scrupulously fills the gap in the historical record
masterfully framed by an analysis of paul s nonviolent and visual rhetorical strategies alice
paul and the american suffrage campaign narrates the remarkable story of the first person to
picket the white house the first to attempt a national political boycott the first to burn the
president in effigy and the first to lead a successful campaign of nonviolence katherine h adams
and michael l keene also chronicle other dramatic techniques that paul deftly used to gain
publicity for the suffrage movement stunningly woven into the narrative are accounts of many
instances in which women were in physical danger rather than avoid discussion of paul s
imprisonment hunger strikes and forced feeding the authors divulge the strategies she
employed in her campaign paul s controversial approach the authors assert was essential in
changing american attitudes toward suffrage
Seeds of Silence 2021-11-26 r melvin keiser delves into the depths of quaker spirituality and
their philosophy showing us that we require silence to unlock our relationship with god seeds
of silence essays in quaker spirituality and philosophical theology questions the modern world s
addiction to distractions and instant gratification and leads us toward a semi forgotten
christian tradition of contemplative thinking
The church in the Georgian era 1881 reprint of the original first published in 1881
History of Religion in England from the Opening of the Long Parliament to the End of
the Eighteenth Century 2024-04-25 while widely known and admired quakers are too often
known only superficially the a to z of the friends quakers clears up these superficialities by
digging deeper into the society s past and present the dictionary s numerous cross referenced
entries describe its origins and history its current situation in many different countries basic
concepts and practices and views on important contemporary issues as well as leading figures
and founders the chronology shows the society s progression over time and the bibliography
points the way to further reading book jacket
Religion in England Under Queen Anne and the Georges, 1702-1800 1878 this book is
an attempt to explain the quaker way as far as that is possible it is a distinctive way and though
perhaps no better than others it has its own integrity and effectiveness although it is fairly well
known quakerism is not well understood so the purpose of this book is to make it intelligible to
explain how it works as a spiritual practice and why it has adopted the particular practices it
has it is aimed primarily at non quakers who may nonetheless be interested to know what
quakerism is about
The A to Z of the Friends (Quakers) 2006 a comprehensive look at the christian religion from
the roots of catholicism and the three streams of protestantism to fundamentalism
evangelicalism the charismatic movement and new age christianity this essential source helps
readers define what christianity is all about in the 21st century in this complete idiot s guide
you get simple explanations of the geographical and cultural factors that divide the christian
faith faithful insights into what catholics episcopalians baptists and others believe and why all
the information you need to decide which church is right for you foolproof facts about what
fundamentalists believe about the bible other christians and the wider world especially politics
The Quaker Way 2013-04-26 if god has promised to give us the peace that passes
understanding why do we sometimes feel so anxious what are we so afraid of are there ways of
living that lead to peace conversely are there ways of thinking and acting that lead to anxiety
and a conflicted life how does jesus embody peace and where did his peace come from the
peace god promises sets our longings for peace beside god s promise to provide it in her desire
to experience greater peace bestselling author ann spangler probes these and other questions
exploring the stories that shape us the memories that define us and the relationships that
connect us she looks for ways to help us become more peaceful what can we learn from
scripture from jewish tradition from the amish and others about rest simplicity healing and
peace the stories she shares and the answers she discovers may surprise you if you put them
into practice they may even transform you enabling you to experience the peace god wants you
to have



Quaker Life 2004 open to new light is not only for readers interested in exploring quaker
history and principles but also for anyone interested in different faiths and the relationships
between them the topics covered include quakers historic interfaith encounters as well as more
recent engagements with muslims jews buddhists hindus and jains sikhs baha is followers of
indigenous religions and humanists
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Christianity 2004-03-02 this unique guidebook introduces
hundreds of churches synagogues mosques meeting houses buddhist meditation centers hindu
and sikh temples as well as retreat centers of all religious traditions introductory chapters
recount new england s spiritual history offer an overview of its many faith traditions and
explain its sacred architecture 100 illustrations
Laws of the State of New York 1937 spiritual discernment is the traditional name for listening
and responding to divine guidance in this book you will approach decision making as an active
participant a co creator with god in shaping your life drawing on twenty five years of
experience as a psychologist and fifteen years as a spiritual director nancy l bieber presents
three essential aspects of spirit led decision making
The Peace God Promises 2011-09-27 to thrive spiritually we need to learn from the trees each
part of the tree its roots trunk branches leaves and seeds gives valuable insights into the
christian life the roots which are critical to the tree s health and invisible to the naked eye refer
to the need to develop the inner life of the christian the root system shared among neighboring
trees highlights the importance of communal living among christians the trunk which is mainly
used for wood and has rings in it points to the need for christians to live sacrificially and to
review their lives periodically the branches instruct christians to draw strength from christ by
abiding in him the leaves call on christians to be thankful and to seek rejuvenation of their
souls when they enter a dry patch in their spiritual lives the seed that falls to the ground and
dies challenges christians to stay put and wait on god in order to gain a foothold in their
spiritual lives this book will convince us to look at trees in a different light we begin to
appreciate trees which we have taken for granted for their silent wisdom
Quaker Quicks: Open to New Light: Quakers and Other Faiths 2023-11-24 integrating the
findings of modern psychology and traditional christian spirituality this book presents a
spirituality of gratitude that can guide contemporary christians in living with an expanded
awareness of how grace abounds everywhere as well as the personal and cultural hurdles that
stand in the way of being grateful
The Spiritual Traveler 2002 the flourishing website episcopalcafe org produced by the diocese
of washington attracts several thousand visitors a day its popular column speaking to the soul
which contains a concise well developed spiritual reflection for every day of the year draws
from many different sources including scripture church history saints biographies books of
prayers liturgies and ancient and contemporary theologians and spiritual writers this daily
reader grew out of that column it follows the episcopal church s liturgical seasons and includes
observation of major feast days as well as saints days the reading for a particular saint s day
might be taken from the saint s writings prayers or biography or might develop a theme such
as martyrdom or growth in the spirit other readings focus on particular emphases of the
seasons the incarnation during advent and christmas spiritual disciplines during lent or speak
more generally to the christian life prayer discipleship ministry the sacraments conflict and
reconciliation and so on readings are taken from every century of the church s life with
particular attention to how the writings and experiences of earlier christians can shed light on
the difficulties joys and concerns of the church today excerpts are long enough to give a
satisfying and complete context of the writer s intended meaning
Decision Making and Spiritual Discernment 2010 the book investigates facets of global
protestantism through anglican quaker episcopalian moravian lutheran pietist and pentecostal
missions to enslaved and indigenous peoples and political reform endeavours in a global
purview that spans the 1730s to the 1930s the book uses key examples to trace both the local
and the global impacts of this multi denominational christian movement the essays in this
volume explore three of the critical ways in which protestant communities were established
and became part of a worldwide network the founding of far flung missions in which western
missionaries worked alongside enslaved and indigenous converts the interface between
protestant outreach and political reform endeavours such as abolitionism and the
establishment of a global epistolary through print communication networks demonstrating how



protestantism came to be both global and ecumenical this book will be a key resource for
scholars of religious history religion and politics and missiology as well as those interested in
issues of postcolonialism and imperialism
The Rooted Life 2019-07-01 given the significance of spiritual direction in modern christianity
surprisingly little attention has been given to the tradition upon which today s spiritual
direction is built this book delinates the history of spiritual direction for women and by women
within the larger context of the history of christian spirituality and its understanding of human
perfectibility by examining the ways in which women practiced spiritual direction this study
reveals the degree to which women influenced society by using an avenue of influence
previously overlooked by scholars
Grateful Heart, The: Living the Christian Message 2014-05-14 in 1864 alida and calvin
clark two abolitionist members of the religious society of friends from indiana went on a
mission trip to helena arkansas the clarks had come to render temporary relief to displaced
war orphans but instead found a lifelong calling during their time in arkansas they started the
school that became southland college which was the first institution of higher education for
blacks west of the mississippi and they set up the first predominately black monthly meeting of
the religious society of friends in north america their progressive racial vision was continued
by a succession of midwestern quakers willing to endure the primitive conditions and social
isolation of their work and to overcome the persistent challenges of economic adversity social
strife and natural disaster southland s survival through six difficult and sometimes dangerous
decades reflects both the continuing missionary zeal of the clarks and their successors as well
as the dedication of the black arkansans who sought dignity and hope at a time when these
were rare commodities for african americans in arkansas
Speaking to the Soul 2009-09 a dramatic first hand account of the pioneering life in the west
steamboating on the missouri and the gold rush to california
ESSA Technical Report ERL. 1970 how do we study christian life and thought how have
political and cultural events influenced the experiences of christians in different places at
different times how has the world s largest religion been lived in varied parts of the world the
christian experience is the first textbook to unite traditional approaches to christianity with
special attention to art music architecture and lived experiences the material individual and
personal sides of christianity are brought to the fore throughout this chronological survey
every chapter begins with a first encounter in order to bring the subject matter to life for
students mirroring the author s approach in his successful book experiencing the world s
religions this book on christianity features over 100 color images maps and diagrams and each
chapter ends by pointing to additional print and electronic resources michael molloy considers
practices insights and artistic creations of christians across the centuries the book shows how
christian belief is being practiced in our own time and it invites readers to imagine how
christianity might evolve in the future
ESSA Technical Report ERL. 1970 contributors include roland barthes michel de certeau
jacques derrida edmundo desnoes umberto eco michel foucault julia kristeva jacques lacan
thomas a sebeok and others
Global Protestant Missions 2019-07-03 first lady of the united states and america s queen of
hearts dolley madison fashioned an unofficial role for herself in the new administration of the
united states helping to answer the nation s need for ceremony and leaving footprints for
centuries of presidential wives to follow assisting her husband james madison she helped to
promote national unity modeling a political behavior that stressed civility and empathy
together their approach fueled bipartisanship in a country still assembling a political identity
about the lives of american women series selected and edited by renowned women s historian
carol berkin these brief biographies are designed for use in undergraduate courses rather than
a comprehensive approach each biography focuses instead on a particular aspect of a women s
life that is emblematic of her time or which made her a pivotal figure in the era the emphasis is
on a good read featuring accessible writing and compelling narratives without sacrificing
sound scholarship and academic integrity primary sources at the end of each biography reveal
the subject s perspective in her own words study questions and an annotated bibliography
support the student reader
A Woman’s Way 2016-04-30 david brion davis s books on the history of slavery reflect some of
the most distinguished and influential thinking on the subject to appear in the past generation



the problem of slavery in the age of revolution the sequel to davis s pulitzer prize winning the
problem of slavery in western culture and the second volume of a proposed trilogy is a truly
monumental work of historical scholarship that first appeared in 1975 to critical acclaim both
academic and literary this reprint of that important work includes a new preface by the author
in which he situates the book s argument within the historiographic debates of the last two
decades
Friends Journal 2007 welcome to the fascinating world of architecture walks from reflections of
three hundred years of history to expressions of the most modern design authors lucy d
rosenfeld and marina harrison guide you on a tour of inspiring informative and aesthetically
intriguing architectural treasures in and around the new york area early colonial saltboxes as
yet unfinished contemporary structures on college campuses nineteenth century follies gilded
age palaces lighthouses windmills romantic ruins the pages of this delightful book filled with
adventures treat readers to sites within approximately two hours driving time from new york
city with book in hand readers will marvel at college campuses small villages planned and
utopian communities national historic sites castles and forts churches and temples of
architectural interest and even a buddhist monastery all in connecticut new york new jersey
the eastern edge of pennsylvania and delaware by including descriptions of architectural styles
suggestions for special adventures and lists of jaunts arranged by architect or designer
architectural style and particular types of sites rosenfeld and harrison help make day trips even
more enjoyable whether explorers or armchair adventurers readers of all ages will find
something that captures their interest in the nearly one hundred sites and forty photos
included in architecture walks
A History of Southland College 2009-11 a cogent complex look at the american revolution
kirkus reviews morris in one year put up more money for the war than all the states combined
the spirit of risk and economic freedom that he championed laissez faire capitalism a radical
idea helped us win the war and gave rise to our modern system he coordinated the french fleet
and washington s arrival at yorktown he got rid of religious test laws and signed all three
founding documents his enemies won the election of 1800 and wrote him out of the story only
washington was more indispensable
In Search of Quiet 1896 if you re one of those crying to your shrink cause your childhood was
so hard type of people you should probably read 1 new york times bestselling author mick foley
s fiction debut tietam brown for a reality check even if you re not one of them stop your
whining and pick up the damn thing anyway atietam andy brown is a seventeen year old with a
busted hand and a missing ear he s arrived at his father s house to start life anew after being
raised alternately in foster homes and juvenile detention centers where his life hung by a
thread on more than one occasion with this fresh start in hand he hopes he s got a shot at
completing his childhood like a normal kid but when he realizes that his father s favorite
activities are naked beer guzzling weight lifting and sleeping with his classmate s mothers well
let s just say his prospects for the future are once again dimmed that is until he finds out that
terri the hottest cheerleader in school likes him nice work andy funnier than professional
wrestling and smarter than nuclear physics tietam brown is sure to pin you for a three count to
your reading chair
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